PROTECTING YOUR PEOPLE.
YOUR CUSTOMERS. YOUR ASSETS.

Why Choose DMP?
Take advantage of a complete line of integrated or standalone systems for intrusion, access control and network
monitoring from DMP. For businesses with a single retail
location to an entire chain of stores, our retail security
solutions can help increase your net by cutting costs,
controlling shrinkage and maintaining the value of your
system for years to come.
Planned obsolescence is not how we do business. Our
commitment is for long-term service; therefore, our
components are designed with backward and forward
compatibility to minimize your expense.

Loss Prevention is Hard — We Can
Make It Easier

Everything We Do Focuses on
Benefitting Your Business

DMP designs security that’s tailored to your

EASE OF USE

store’s individual needs so you can focus on

A system is only as good as it is easy to use.

what matters most - running a successful

Instead of demanding a lot of training time

and safe business. With automation options,

to teach a complex series of keystrokes, DMP

there’s no need to invest in a dedicated traffic

keypads feature simple multi-lingual menus

count system — your sensors can detect

that guide users through system operation

intruders and count customer traffic for

with ease the very first time.

valuable marketing or audit data.
Your system can help you simplify retail
operations by providing information about
who gains access to inventory and who arms
and disarms the system and when. Any time
the store or a specific office or door opens
and closes, your system can automatically
send a report.

NETWORK COMMUNICATION WITH
CELLULAR BACKUP
For 24-hour reliability, our systems
have integrated primary and secondary
communication in a single design. By using
your network as your primary communication
path, your system receives the fast speeds
of the IP connection whenever possible.

DMP’s convenient automation options give

However, if the primary IP path drops out for

you the flexibility to allow access for cleaning

any reason, the secondary cellular path can

crews and other service providers without

pick up communication almost instantly.

compromising security. The scheduling feature
disarms and re-arms the system automatically.

Features that Increase Accountability

Use Schedule Override to keep those doors

The history record can provide hard evidence

from unlocking when you have bad weather or

of access to secured areas if there is a breach,

unexpected closures.

and history reports are invaluable for a
multitide of reasons.

Not All Surveillance Systems are Created Equal
When you choose DMP for video surveillance, your cameras
are integrated with your security and access system.
Whether you’re checking cameras, arming your system or
granting access at your entrance, you have the convenience
of one app to do all that and more!
In an alarm situation, you’ll receive a real-time alarm
notification on your mobile devices. Clicking on the Alarm
Push Notification opens the app to view a list of available live
camera views. Immediately, you can either cancel or verify
the alarm from the app screen based on what you’re seeing.

Keeping It Simple Increases Your Profits
Rather than dealing with threats using manual processes
and disjointed systems, you deserve a better, more
comprehensive solution. When security systems are
designed and deployed with multi-site features included,
asset protection becomes more efficient and cost-effective.
When the entire organization has a standard for security,
your business becomes more secure, more profitable and
easier to control and manage.

A History of Trusted Retail Solutions
Throughout the history of DMP, our security technologies
have been made in America, ensuring the highest quality
in products and services. We’ve maintained dealer-direct
relationships since 1975 to ensure the best results from
factory-trained and certified technicians. That’s why we’re
trusted by retail giants throughout the country.

Secure inventory and keep track of who
gains access to assets and when.

DMP’s wireless technology installs quickly — and can be
modified easily — to meet your ongoing security needs.
Wireless installation means low-impact installations that won’t
interfere with interior design. Two-way wireless improves
security with instant system status and user feedback.
• To ensure employee safety, wireless panics and duress
buttons can be installed virtually anywhere or worn by
employees for the utmost confidence.
• Easy-to-use keypads that simplify training and system
operation
• Tried and tested network monitoring and cellular backup
ensure communication
• Access control scheduling that puts a reliable electronic guard
on duty to prevent inventory shrinkage
• Designed, engineered and manufactured in Springfield,
Missouri with U.S. and global components
• Open-architecture design that integrates easily with thirdparty applications for ease of systems integration
• Remotely monitor and manage multiple systems with Virtual
Keypad

Visit DMP.com or find us at @DMPAlarms
on most social platforms.
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